




Report on Remedial Classes 

This is to inform you that Finishing school of GRIET is conducting Remedial 

classes for B.Tech IIyear,III year,IV year students to clear their backlogs. 

Details are 

1. Remedial classes are conducted in different Subjects to support the Students 

in clearing their backlogs. As the first step, classes are held  for Second year 

and Marched out batches in three different schedules. Students were  

informed through SMS. Students shown lot of interest .Faculty gave tips as 

well as material for the students.60-70% of the students who have attended 

got benefit and they passed in the exams. 

 
2. The classes are aimed to help the students having a maximum of three 

backlogs so that they will get the degree as per their academic calendar. 

Students preferred material and few tips as they were busy in Projects. For 

some subjects they came and attentive. 

3. The sessions for students are to prevent failure rate and thereby increasing 

transition rate. The subjects are selected based on I-semester results.To 

increase attendance for the classes a brief motivation lecture is organized 

with the key note address by HOD. 

 
The following shows the courses for which Remedial classes are held and the 

Transition rate in such course: 
 

S.No Course No.of students 
attended 

No.of students 
passed 

Transition rate 

1. P&S 51 35 68.6 

2. DBMS 30 20 66.6 

 



Faculty Report on Subject  

Subject: Database Management Systems 
 

Unit1.Discussed about ER Diagrams, DBMS 

Architecture, Levels of Abstraction   

Unit2.Explained the concepts of SQL and writing 

queries 

Unit 3.Discussed about indexing methods, also 

distinguished the RA and RC 

Unit4.Solved the problems of normalization 

Unit5: Discussed about the concepts and protocols of 

transaction management 

Previous question papers 

Provided Notes or PPTs through mail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Faculty Report on Subject  

Subject: Probability and Statistics 
 

Unit1.Discussed about Addition, Conditional & 

Multiplication laws of Probabilities and Baye’s 

Theorem then Random Variables ( Discrete and 

Continuous) 

Unit2.Discussed about measures of central tendency ( 

mean, median, mode) and discussed about discrete 

probability distributions. 

Unit 3. Discussed about Bi Variate distributions and 

Continuous probability distributions.  

Unit4.Explain about Correlations and Regression and 

discussed about Curve fitting. 

Unit5: Discussed about Sampling, Estimation and 

Hypothesis Tests and also Previous question papers 

III. Notes or PPTs 
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